
Learning Journey: Year 8 Extreme Tourism 

Know it!  

Knowledge RAG? 
I know… …. about what tourism means.   
I know… …about what extreme tourism means.  
I know… …what space tourism is and why 

appeals to certain tourists. 
 

I know… …what slum tourism is.  
I know… …about the advantages and 

disadvantages of slum tourism. 
 

I know… …about where Kibera is located and 
why tourists visit the slum. 

 

I know… …about what dark tourism is.   
I know… …examples of places that you can visit 

as part of dark tourism. 
 

I know… …about where Chernobyl is located 
and what happened there. 

 

I know… …about what ecotourism is.  
I know… …about where Mashpi Lodge is located 

and what happens there.  
 

I know… …about what the term sustainable 

means. 
 

Prove it!   

Your assessment for this unit will be to answer questions 

that link to the content you have learnt throughout the unit. 

Link it!   

Remember, you have already studied what tourism is in year 7 

and will have already come across some of these places 

before or similar ones. 

Say it!   

Vocabulary Definition  

Extreme tourism  
 

 

Space tourism  
 

 

Slum tourism   

Exploit  
 

 

Dark tourism  
 

 

Ecotourism  
 

 

Conservation  
 

 

Sustainable  
 

 

Deforestation   
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